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Abstract 

Yorùbá language is  a  national  language of  over  thirty  million people that
constitute the Yorùbá ethnic group in South West Nigeria. The language has a
place of honour among its dialects as it is the only variant that is socially
defined.  It  is  used  in  education,  religion,  commerce,  broadcast  and  print
media, entertainment and other socio-political activities. Due to the status
accorded the language and its commercial viability, the language has become
the  linguistic  medium  in  contemporary  Yorùbá  video  film  productions.
However, as one begins to watch some of these Yorùbá video films, the use of
dialects  becomes  apparent  from  the  first  scene.  Consequently,  this  paper
explores the place of Yorùbá dialects in Yorùbá video films. The paper shows
among other things that a handful of the numerous Yorùbá dialects are used
in dialogue in the Yorùbá video films. The dialects are Ọỳ ọ́, Ọẁ ọ, ̀ Ẹgbá, Ìj̀ ẹbú̀
Ìkálẹ, Ìj̀ ẹ̀ṣ ṣà, Ìgbómìnà and O dó. Our findings show that majority of the filmǹ
actors/producers are from these dialectal areas. The paper also reveals that
these  dialects  are  used  for  specific  purpose  in  Yorùbá  video  films. These
include (a) showing affection and sentiments; (b) dousing tension; and (c)
showing that no Yorùbá community is linguistically homogenous. Among the
dialects used in the video films however, only two (Ọỳ ọ́  and Ọẁ ọ) have beeǹ
used  to  shoot  full-fledged  video  films. The  paper  therefore, examines  the
linguistic  variables  peculiar  to  these  two  dialects  with  the  aim  of
documenting them, thereby preserving them in written form for posterity.  
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1. Introduction 

In contemporary Yorùbá nation, Yorùbá language (as opposed to its dialects)
is generally used as a national language. The language was reduced to writing
in  the  nineteenth  century  mainly  through  the  efforts  of  the  Church
Missionary Society (CMS) and by non-Yorùbá people with very little or no
formal  training  in  Linguistics  or  Language  studies.  Such  people  include
Bowdich,  Kilham,  Clapperton,  Raban,  Norris,  Graf,  Gollmer  and  Crowther
(Aróhunmọ́làṣ ṣe 1987, pp. 2-6). The publication of J.C Raban between 1830 and
1832, however, becomes the first volume on the language. Fábùnmi (2003,
p.337) asserts that when Bishop Àjàyí Crowther translated a verse of the Bible
into Yorùbá in 1843, he was speaking and reducing his Osogun (Ọỳ ọ́  dialect)
into  writing,  thus  forming  the  foundation  of  the  Yorùbá  language
standardization. However, our finding is at variance with Fábùnmi’s (2003)
assertion  as  Aróhunmọ́làṣ ṣe  (1987,  p.  3)  had  reported  that  Clapperton,  a
notable explorer, had earlier  collected and published Yorùbá vocabulary in
1829 after his visit to the palace of Aláàfin  Ọỳ ọ́  in 1826 where he spent six
months.Sheba (2013, p. 166) also asserts that the standard Yorùbá language is
an offshoot of Ọỳ ọ́ dialect. If this assertion is completely correct, one may ask
which of the Yorùbá dialects did Bowdich (1817), Kilham (1829), Raban (1830-
1832),  and  Norris  (1841)  who  had  earlier  reduced  Yorùbá  language  into
writing used in their works. It was not reported anywhere that these people
visited or lived in  Ọỳ ọ́  linguistic area. As a matter of fact, majority of them
lived outside the shores of  Yorùbáland. Also, it  is not on record that their
informants  are  of  Ọỳ ọ́  extract.  Besides,  Àjàyí  (1960,  p.  250)  reports  that
Raban’s published booklets were of great help to Crowther and others who
tried their hands in reducing Yorùbá into writing. A critical examination of
Èkó dialect (in Lagos State) shows that the dialect is relatively similar to Ọỳ ọ́
dialect. Probably, that is the reason Awóbùlùyì (1998, p. 2) classifies the two
dialects (Èkó and Ọỳ ọ́) under North-Western Yorùbá dialect group. Therefore,
based on this, we would like to submit here that Standard Yorùbá may be an
offshoot  of  the Èkó and  Ọỳ ọ́  dialects. The language however, incorporates
several features and lexis from other Yorùbá dialects. The variation in spelling
conventions  in  earlier  writings  gave  rise  to controversy  over  the  rules  for
reducing  Yorùbá  language  into  writing.  By  1847,  Gollmer  proposed  an
orthography that formed the basis of the Missionary Society’s 1848 “Rules for
reducing unwritten language to Alphabetic writing in Roman characters”. The
implication of these facts shows that the foundation of the Yorùbá language
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standardization should not be linked to Crowther’s translation of a verse of
the Bible. 

As it were, it is believed that Yorùbá language has a place of honour
among its  dialects  because it  is  the only  variant  which is  socially  defined
within the linguistic area. It is the Mother tongue of most of the children of
urban  dwellers.  It  is  used  in  education,  politics,  religion,  broadcast/print
media, entertainment and other socio-economic activities, Olúmúyìwá (1994,
p.p.  5-6).  Yorùbá  dialects  are  geographically  and  socially  restricted.  Less
attention was paid to the study of these dialects until Awóbùlúyì's (1998, p. 8)
call  on  Yorùbá  scholars  to  give  much  attention  to  the  study  of  different
dialects of the Yorùbá language. According to him, the study of these dialects
have the potential of helping to clarify issues or points that are likely to or,
otherwise remain obscure in the standard variety of the language. Scholars
have  risen  to  Awóbùlúyì’s  call  by  examining  aspects  of  the  phonology,
morphology  and  syntax  of  Yorùbá  dialects.  Such  works  include  Adéwọlé
(1999), Fábùnmi (2001, 2009, 2013), Sàláwù (2001), Oyè (2006), Olúmúyìwá
(2006, 2010, 2014), Fádọr̀ ọ (2012), Ajibóyè (2013), Ab̀ ọd́ẹrìn (2014) and Àríyọ̀
(2013). The present  study, which is  purely  descriptive  in nature, is  also a
response  to  Awóbùlúyì’s  (1992,  1998)  call.  It  however,  differs  from  the
previous studies that have only thrown light on what is permitted and what is
prohibited in each Yorùbá dialect examined as its focus is on dialect use in
Yorùbá video films.
      

A look at the sleeve of most of these Yorùbá video films shows that the
producers are fond of writing Yorùbá language as language of communication.
However, as one begins to watch some of the films, the use of Yorùbá dialects
is apparent from scene one. The foregrounding of Yorùbá dialects prompted
us to explore the place of Yorùbá dialects in some selected Yorùbá video films
with  the  aim  of  exploring  how  and  why  the  producers  used  them. Such
endeavor,  we  believe,  has  immediate  and  long-time  benefits  for  Yorùbá
studies in general, and the production of Yorùbá video films in particular.

2. THE DATA

The data for this study were gathered randomly from the numerous Yorùbá
video  films’  stand  in  Ìbàdàn  and  Àkúrẹ́,  South  West  Nigeria.  Ìbàdàn, the
capital of Ọỳ ọ́ State is the largest city in West Africa while Àkúrẹ ́ is the capital
city of  O dó State where the researchers live. The sampling survey coversǹ
different taxonomic sets of Yorùbá video films. These include folkloric, comic,
religious, love, and crime video films. Due to the epileptic supply of electricity
which posed a serious challenge, it took nine months to watch through the
over  seventy  video films selected for  this  study. These Yorùbá  video films
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include: Àfọnjá (2001), Isiaka Kògbérégbè (2013), Bà ṣ ṣọrun Gáà (2003), ̀ Ṣ ṣefúnmi
(2011), Talọdal̀ ẹ  (2015), F̀ ẹ ́mi Driver (2011),  Ẹfúnṣ ṣetán Aníwúrà (2005), Òbìrì
(2013),  Ọládùnjoyè  (2011),   Àríkẹ ́  (2014),   Kọl̀ ọk̀ ọl̀ ọ  (2011),  Kúj̀ ẹ́nra  (2011),
Alágbawi (2012), Ipò  ẹrú (2012),  Ọba Arábánbí (2011),  Èèmọ  (2014),  ̀ Ọlọ́fin
Adimúlà (2011), Odídẹrẹ ́  (2006),  Agbami Ayé (2012), Elewenje (2013),   Akukọ
Ọràn (2011),  Ògbórí  ̀ Ẹlẹ ́mẹ̀ṣ ṣọ́  (n.d),   Òkúpẹ(2010),   Olóhun (2011),  Mamà
Insurance (2013),  Omi Alálẹ (2008), Inspector Ayìnk̀ ẹ ́  (2013), Iyá Àgbà (2013),
Ọmọ Ẹlẹ ́mẹ̀ṣ ṣọ (2012),  Ìyànjẹ (2013)  and  Iya  Ọba (2014).  We  shall  mention
others in the course of our discussion.

3. YORÙBÁ DIALECTS
Yorùbá language and its numerous dialects belong to the West Benue-Congo
language family. The language and its regional dialects are language varieties
since there is no linguistic distinction between them. What this implies is
that  Yorùbá  language  is  realized  in  its  dialects.  This  probably,  informs
Adétùgbọ́’s (1973, p. 183) view that ‘standard Yorùbá is not Yorùbá language:
The Yorùbá language is an aggregate and not sum total of all the dialects it
subsumes’. Yorùbá dialects have been variously classified by the scholars of
the  language.  This  is  presented  in  Adétùgbọ́  (1973),  Akìnkúgbé  (1976),
Oyèláràn  (1976),  Awóbùlúyì  (1998),  Adéníyì  (2005)  and  Oshodi  (2011).
Adétùgbọ́  (1973,  p.p.  184-185)  groups  Yorùbá  dialects  spoken  in  Western
Nigeria into three, these are:

1. North-Western Yorùbá: Ṣ ṣakí, Ògbómọs̀ ọ́, Ọỳ ọ́, Ọ̀ṣ ṣun.
2. South-East Yorùbá: Rẹ́mọ, O dó, Ikálǹ ẹ, ̀ Ọẁ ọ, Ìj̀ ẹbú.̀
3. Central Yorùbá: Àkúrẹ́, Ilé-Ifẹ, Ìj̀ ẹ ̀ṣ ṣà, Èkìtì.

      In his classification, Akínkungbé (1976) included Yorùbá dialects spoken
outside Nigeria and divided Yorùbá dialects into the following five groups:

1. North-East Yorùbá:Yàgbà, Gbẹdẹ, Ijumu.
2. Central Yorùbá: Ilé-Ifẹ, Ìjẹ ̀ṣ ṣà, Èkìtì.
3. South-West Yorùbá: Isábẹ́, Ketu, Ifẹ (Togo).̀
4. North-West Yorùbá: Ọỳ ọ́, Ẹgbá, ̀ Ọ̀ṣ ṣun
5. South-East Yorùbá: O dó, Ìjǹ ẹbú, Ìkál̀ ẹ̀

      In similar vein, Oyèláràn (1976, p.6) re-classifies Yorùbá dialects into
four major divisions:
1. Western Yorùbá: Ọỳ ọ́, Ìbàdàn, Ọhọrì-Ìfọhìn, Kétu, Sab̀ ẹ̀ẹ ́
2. Central Yorùbá: Ilé-Ifẹ, Ìj̀ ẹsà, Èkìtì̀
3. South-East Yorùbá: O dó, ǹ Ọẁ ọ, Ìj̀ ẹbú, Ìkál̀ ẹ ̀
4. North East Yorùbá: Ìgbómìnà, Káká dà, Jumu, ǹ Ẹgb̀ ẹ.̀
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      More than two decades after, Awóbùlúyì (1998) came up with a new
classification  of  Yorùbá  dialects;  he  classifies  Yorùbá  dialects  into  the
following five groups.
1. North-Western Yorùbá: Èkó, Àwóri, Ègbádò, Ọỳ ọ́, Ò kò, Ìbǹ ọl̀ ọ́, Ìgbómìnà
2. North-Eastern Yorùbá: Ìyàgbà, Ijumu, Ọẁ ọ́rọ, Owé̀
3. Central Yorùbá: Ifẹ, Ìj̀ ẹ̀ṣ ṣà, Èkìtì and Mọbà̀
4. South-Western Yorùbá: Sábẹé-kétu (Anago) Ifè, (Togo)̀
5. South-Eastern Yorùbá: Ẹgbá, Ìj̀ ẹbú, Ìlàj̀ ẹ, Ìkálẹ, O dó, ̀ ǹ Ọẁ ọ, ̀ Ọbà-Ìkàr̀ ẹ ́.
      Fádọrọ (2012:66) claims that Adéniyi (2005) re-classifies Yorùbá dialects̀
into the following seven groups:

1. North-Western Yorùbá: Ọỳ ọ́, Ò kò, ǹ Ọsun, Ìb̀ ọl̀ ọ́, Ìgbómìnà.
2. Western Yoruba: Anago, Ketu, Ife(Togo), Òhòrí, Ìsabẹ (as well other Yorùbá
dialects spoken             outside Nigeria).
3. South-Western Yorùbá: Èkó, Àwórì, Ègbá, Yewa.
4. Central Yorùbá: Ifẹ, Ìj̀ ẹṣ ṣà, Àkúr̀ ẹ ́, Èkìtì, Mọbà.̀
5. North-Eastern Yorùbá: Ìyàgbà, Bùnú, Ìjùmú, Owé, Gbẹdẹ Àyèrè.
6. Eastern Yoruba: Ìkàrẹ ́, Ọbà, Ìdó-àní.̀
7. South-Eastern Yorùbá: Ìjẹbú, O dó, Ìkál̀ ǹ ẹ, Ìlàj̀ ẹ, Ọwọ, Ij̀ ọ (Apor).

      Oshodi (2011) however, departs from the culture of re-classification of
Yorùbá dialects. He created additional group, namely North Central Yorùbá
(NCY). He classifies the following Àkókó speech forms; Arigidi, Erúṣ ṣú, Àfá,
Ògè, Ìdò, Àjè, Oyín, Eṣ ṣé, Urò,  Ọj̀ ọ  and Ìgá̀ ṣ ṣí to belong to the North Central
Yorùbá group. He based his classification on the linguistic features which the
speech forms shares with Yorùbá language and some of its dialects. The non-
inclusion of the NCY dialect group in the earlier works may be due to the non
availability of data to the scholars. We want to add, at this juncture that the
following  speech  forms:  Akpe, Ìkáram, Ìbaram, Ìyànì, Gèdègédé  and  Ukan
dialects are not Yorùbá dialects as contained in Fábùnmi (2013, p.98). They
belong to Akpes Cluster (Oshodi 2011, p. 2) or what Àgoyì (2008) regarded as
Akpesì/Abèsìàbèsì. 

4. YORÙBÁ DIALECTS IN VIDEO FILMS    
Timothy-Asobele (2003:1) reports that the production of Yorùbá films sprang
from  the  stage  plays  of  the  numerous  Yorùbá  Traveling  Theatre  troupes.
According  to  Ògúndèjì  (1988),  these  theatre  troupes  were  pioneered  by
Hubert Ogunde in 1944 through the performance of the ‘Garden of Eden’ and
the ‘Throne of God’.  Ogunde’s performance was sponsored by the Church of
the Lord, Èbúté Mẹ́ta  Lagos. The theatrical  productions of  Ogunde’s  other
contemporaries such as Kọ́lá Ògúnmọ́lá, Dúró Ládiípọ, Moses ̀ Ọláìyá Adéjùmọ̀
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and  Oyin  Adéjọbí  later  gave  the  group  the  sobriquet  of  ‘popular  theatre’,
(Jeyifo  1984). Àlàmú  (2010)  writes  that  the  various  churches  where  these
theatre  artists  worshipped  were  the  first  patrons  of  the  Yorùbá  theatre
movement.   Yorùbá  language  which  was  the  linguistic  medium  in  most
churches  at  that  time  was  adopted  by  these  theatre  practitioners  for
commercial viability of their trade (Jeyifo 1984, p. 13). As such, all troupes are
therefore  obliged  by  this  factor  to  perform  in  Yorùbá  language  to  their
teeming audience in urban areas. Jeyifo is of the opinion that it is a standard
practice  then with virtually  all  troupes  to derive  considerable dramatic  or
comic extemporization from playing of the major dialectal variants of Yorùbá
such as  Ẹgbá,  ̀ Ọỳ ọ́, Ìjẹbú, Èkìtì and Ij̀ ẹ̀ṣ ṣà against one another or against the
centralized standardized dialect variant derived from Ọỳ ọ́  dialect.  Our view
however differs, as our investigation shows that one of the Yorùbá theatre
troupes: (Aláwàdà International Ltd. led by Moses  Ọláìyá Adéjùmọ) actuallỳ
pioneered the creation of a non-comic dialectal usage in stage personality-
Bàbá l’Ẹ ́gbàá (Sunday Ikúbọlájẹ ́)  who dialogue freely in  Ẹgbá dialect  in all̀
Aláwàdà stage plays. 
      

Just like the Yorùbá traveling theatre troupes, Yorùbá language is the
linguistic  medium  in  contemporary  Yorùbá  video  films  productions.  The
reason  is  obvious-commercial  viability.  However,  a  critical  look  at  some
Yorùbá video films shows that there is dialectal interference in form of accent
of some cast, especially those of  Ọỳ ọ́  origin at one point or the other, even
when the script is written in standard Yorùbá language.  Example of  such
video  films  include  Odídẹrẹ ́ (2006),   Àríkẹ ́  (2014),  Màmá  Insurance (2012),
Fadérera (2012), Ìbàjẹ ́ (2014),  Ìmọràn Ìkà̀  (2014), Ẹyin ojú (2013) and Ọlálekan
Ìràwọ̀ (2015). We  also  observed  that  some of  the  cast  cannot  sustain  the
delivery  of  their  lines  in  standard  Yorùbá  without  code-mixing  with  their
dialects. Also, where the producers deliberately use  Ọỳ ọ́  dialect as linguistic
medium for  tradition/culture based film with plot  set  in  the villages, it  is
common to  see  that  some of  the cast  cannot  sustain  the  dialogue in  the
dialect. This idiosyncrasy is due to the fact that these casts lack linguistic
competence in the dialect. In recent time however, All For God Theatre Group
led by Taye Oloro1, not minding the commercial viability that propelled others
to choose the standard variety as medium of communication, produced his
first Yorùbá film titled Okúpẹ̀ in Ọẁ ọ dialect of Yorùbá. The 3-part film is thè
first Yorùbá video film produced in any other Yorùbá dialect aside Ọỳ ọ́ and the
Standard variety. The acceptability of the film by the people of Ọẁ ọ at homè
and in Diaspora prompted Taye Olórò to produce another Ọẁ ọ dialectal film-̀
Okúpẹ Mr Káns̀ ẹ ́lọ̀ in 2015. Other video films produced by Taye Oloro are Ìkokò
Ìfẹ́ (2010), Àgídìgbo (2012), Owó Asínwín (2013) and  Pósí Idẹ (2014). In these
video films, he also used Ọẁ ọ dialect to dialogue in some scenes. Generally,̀
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we  note  that  Yorùbá  dialects  are  used  for  some  specific  purpose  in  the
selected Yorùbá video films. We shall discuss this in the next section below.

5.    THE USE OF DIALECTS IN SELECTED YORÙBÁ VIDEO FILMS
Saeed  (2009, p. 230)  opines  that  learning  to  communicate  in  a  language
involves more than acquiring the pronunciation and grammar. There is need
to learn the uses to which utterances are conventionally put if we are to use
language in a realistic way. Understanding the meaning of an utterance is to
know its social functions. Such functions are known in Austin (1975)’s theory
as speech acts. Austin theory of speech acts emphasizes the role of language
in communicating social acts of an utterance. This involves that the hearer
combines  the  linguistic  knowledge  about  grammatical  marking  with  both
cultural  knowledge and knowledge of  the  immediate local  context, (Saeed
2009, p.  251).  Therefore, in  this  section, we  shall  focus  attention  on  the
intentions (Illocutionary force in Austin terms) of  the producers/writers of
scripts for Yorùbá video films in making use of Yorùbá dialects in the selected
video films. Due to space constraint, we would not be able to cite from all the
video films used as examples in our discussion in this section.
      

The first point that must be made is that the speaker of a dialect was
generally considered uneducated, uncultivated and lacking in prestige. This
belief is evident in some of the selected video films for this study. In some of
the video films, the use of dialect is associated with illiterate guards, gateman,
housemaids, cooks, gardeners, herbalists, labourers and other villagers/rural
dwellers.  For example, the gateman in Odídẹrẹ ́ and the gate woman in Mama
Insurance used Ọỳ ọ́  dialect to dialogue with other people. Likewise, in Isíákà
Kògbérégbè,  Isíákà,  a  powerful  illiterate  freedom  fighter  from  the  village
dialogued with other casts throughout the film in  Ọỳ ọ́  dialect. Example of
such dialogue is extracted below when he was wooing a banker he just met.

Extract I
“Fọlasade, àní mọ nífẹ ̀ẹ́ rẹ, n è sié. Èmi Isíakà Kògbérégbè 
mọ fi dá ọ lójú, tí n ée kú, n ó sèkẹ́ ẹ….. Emi lo ri tọ́ ọ fi sọrú 
ọr̀ ọ t̀ ọ́ ọ sọ un?” 

“Fọláṣ ṣadé, I said I love you. I am not joking. I, Isíakà Kògbérégbè 
 assures you that I will take care of you as long as I live…. 
 What prompted you to say what you said?” 

The use of Ọỳ ọ́ dialect in this instance to introduce the subject of love elicits
laughter  on  the  part  of  the  audience. Also  in  Ọládùnjoyè, the  use  of  Ọỳ ọ́
dialect is restricted to the gangan drummer and the palace cleaners/guards. 
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      It is a general characteristic in majority of the selected video films to
see Ifá priests/ herbalists dialoguing or rendering incantations and Ifá verse
in Ọỳ ọ́ dialect only.  The assumption for such dialectal use by herbalists may
be premised on the fact that probably the first Ifá priest used Ọỳ ọ́ dialect for
divination. Other priests who learnt the art from him also learnt the dialect
for rendition. 
      

Another  point  worth  noting  here  is  that  dialects  are  used  in  the
selected  video  films  to  show  that  no  Yorùbá  community  is  linguistically
homogenous.  In spite of the fact that dialect was considered provincial, it is
no barrier to any person in any community in Yorùbá nation. This is possible
because there is mutual intelligibility among the different speakers of Yorùbá
dialects.   Examples  of  this  are  seen  in  Ògbórí  Ẹlẹ ́mẹ̀ṣ ṣọ́ where  Bàbá  Ìjẹ̀ṣ ṣà
communicates freely in Ìjẹ̀ṣ ṣà dialect among Ọỳ ọ́ dwellers. The extract below is
taken from the scene at the palm wine seller's sport in the film.

Extract II
Bàbá Ìjẹ ̀ṣ ṣà:  In pẹl̀ ẹ́ li beí o             ‘Hello there’      
Someone:     Ẹ pẹl̀ ẹ́ o baba             ‘Hello old man’
Bàbá Ìjẹ ̀ṣ ṣà:   Èmi lenì.                 ‘I am fine’
Palmwine seller: Ṣ ṣe ẹ tà?                  ‘How are your sales?’
Bàbá Ìjẹ ̀ṣ ṣà:      Mọ tà o, …                ‘Sales was good’            

            ọkọ rẹ síkọ́?           ‘Where is your husband?’
Palmwine seller: Ọ́ lọ oko ọdẹ           ‘He went hunting’

(Bàbá Ìjẹ ̀ṣ ṣà faces Àkànkẹ ́ his fiancé)
Bàbá Ìjẹ ̀ṣ ṣà:  Àkànkẹ́, kó ti rí?           ‘Àkànkẹ ́, how is it?’
Àkankẹ ́:     Ẹ fi mí sílẹ o jèè           ‘Please leave me alone’       

       Ẹ wá dá mi jókòó          ‘You kept me waiting since’
Bàbá Ìjẹ ̀ṣ ṣà:  Ée ṣ ṣèmi, ọn dá mi dúró lọ́ùnún ni.  Mọ́ọ bínú.’’̀       

   ‘It was not intentional.  I got delayed over there. I am sorry.’

The dialogue shows the mutual intelligibility in the use of standard Yorùbá
and the Ìjèsà dialect by the duo involved in the scene cited. Likewise in the
video  film, the  wife  of  Ogunlọlá, a  powerful  warrior  hails  from Èkìtì. The
woman code-switched from Standard variety to Èkìtì dialect when she was
reciting her oríkì ‘praise poem’ at the time her husband was going to war.

Extract III
 “Ogunlọlá o! o ó lọ re, o ó bọ re, o ó sì bémi náà lálàáfíà ara.̀
Èmi tìka lọmọ olóṣ ṣè méjì takọtabo
Ọmọ ọlọ́jà mejì kọn i ǹ ọ́ kọ́n tí ì nọ́ tọba lÁdo Èwí
Èyé mi tìka lọmọ Èwí Òtu…”(Èkìtì dialect italicized)
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“Ogunlọla! You shall go well and return to meet me well.
I am from the descendant of those that possesses two markets
Where Traders Trade before moving to Trade at the King’s Market in
Adó”
 My mother is a descendant of Èwí Òtù… 

      The ease with which Ogunlọlá's wife switched from the standard form
to the dialect shows her vast knowledge of both forms. The subject of the
dialogue  also  makes  it  humorous  particularly  with  the  code  mixing  of
standard Yorùbá and Èkìtì dialect. Also in Àkùkọ Ọràn,̀  different Yorùbá ethnic
groups are seen in a market scene where transactions are done in different
dialects without hindrance.  Asides this, we observed in the majority of the
video films that any character who speaks any of the Yorùbá dialects, dialogue
freely  with  the  speakers  of  the  standard  variety.  This  free  flow  of
communication  shows  that  the  level  of  mutual  intelligibility  among  the
speakers of Standard variety and Yorùbá dialects is high.  It  should also be
pointed  out  that  dialects  are  used  in  some of  the  selected  video films to
persuade the audience on the need to speak their dialects irrespective of the
negative attitude the people have towards it.  The negative attitude towards
Yorùbá dialects is made manifest in  Ìyànjẹ where a driver was scolded by a
gateman for speaking a variant of Ọỳ ọ́ dialect.  

Extract IV
Gateman: Gbẹnu rẹ dákẹ́, ará oko, àfi kó maa sọ èdè abúlé
Driver:   Ìwọ lo mọ. Èdè Ìs̀ ẹ́yìn èé sèdè oko, ngbà n èé sọmọ  alè… 
Gateman:   Shut up bushman. You are fond of speaking local dialect.
Driver:   That is your business. Ìsẹ́yìn dialect is not local; after all, I am
not a bastard. 

The driver is proud of his dialect while he indirectly scolded the gateman who
is metaphorically referred to as a bastard. It is common knowledge among the
Yorùbá  that  anyone who fails  to  acknowledge his/her  roots, language and
people is a bastard.
      

Also in Jẹ́nifà (2008), The return of Jenifa (2011), Jẹlílì̀  (2010), and Èmi ni
Ire kan Layé (2009), the protagonists in these comedy video films habitually
speak their dialects and they were scolded at different fora. For example in
Jẹnífà, Sulia was scolded by Tracy as shown in the extract below.
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Extract V
Tracy:  Àwọn èdè tó máa n sọ yẹn, èmi ò like ẹ.̀    
             O need láti máa fi àwọn òyìnbó díẹdí̀ ẹ sínú ̀ ọr̀ ọ ̀ ẹ.
Suliat:  Kí ló ha dé?
Tracy: I don’t like that your local accent. You need to code-mix it with
English 
            Language.
Suliat:  Why that? 

Despite this, Suliat refused to be deterred by such criticism in the video film.
Allied  to  this  is  affection  and  even  sentimentality  about  dialects.  Some
producers/script writers are so sentimental about their dialect. This kind of
feeling or attitude makes one assume an air of superiority about his dialect or
culture over others. This assertion is evident in Yẹmi Ayébọ’s  Ọkọ Ẹja (2014)
where he features his Ìkálẹ dialect briefly in a dialogue with the sole aim of̀
promoting  the  dialect. Also  in  Jimoh Alíù’s  Fọ́pomọ́yọ̀, whose  language  of
communication in the film is the standard variety, his intention to showcase
his Èkìtì dialect is apparently demonstrated in the sound track of the video
film which is rendered in Èkìtì dialect. Example of such song is in the excerpt
below:

Extract VI
Ọ m̀ ọ ẁ ẹrí èí nù (2ce) ‘wash the head of this one’
Awẹlẹwẹrì̀ ṣ ṣà ‘Awẹlẹwẹrìṣ ṣà’ (name of a deity)
Aláwẹ á ẁ ẹra rẹ                      ̀ ‘Aláwẹ will wash himself’̀
Awẹlẹwẹrì̀ ṣ ṣà ‘Awẹlẹwẹrìṣ ṣà’  

      Likewise, in  Òkúpẹ  ̀ and  Òkúpẹ   Mr Káns̀ ẹ́lọ̀,  the sole intention of the
producer in using Ọẁ ọ dialect to shoot the two films is to promote the dialect̀
in order  to prevent its  extinction and also to show that  the dialect  is  not
inferior to either the standard variety or other Yorùbá dialects. The sentiment
about Ọẁ ọ dialect is made manifest in the epilogue of ̀ Òkúpẹ ̀ Part II. Another
ethnocentric attitude observed in the use of dialects in some of the selected
films occurs in Iṣ ṣẹ́ ọwọ́ mi (2013) where a Party Chairman, in annoyance, code
switched  from standard  variety  to  Ìjẹbú dialect  when  he  received  a  death̀
threat. He uses Ìjẹbú dialect to brag that as an Ìj̀ ẹbú indigene, no one caǹ
easily kill him.
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Extract VII
Chairman:   Ṣ ṣé èmi sọ fún ẹ pé mo fẹ ́ kú ni? Mádàríkàn gidi nára mi o.

       Ijẹbú em wà o. Ij̀ ẹbú i dodo o, ̀ ẹ ṣ ṣọ́ra rẹn o...Ẹni bá pori mi         
                   sibi, ọr̀ ọ bí̀  ẹkun ẹm bọrókò.  Ijẹbú em wà o. ̀ Ẹ ṣ ṣọ́ra rẹn!,        

       Ẹ ṣ ṣọ́ra rẹn!(Ijẹbú dialect italicized)  ̀

Chairman:  Did I tell you I want to die? I have a powerful charm on me. 
      I  am an Ìjẹbú man to the core, Ìj̀ ẹbú is brave. Please bè
warned.             
      Whoever wants evil for me will regret it. I am an Ìjẹbú.̀
      Be warned! Be warned! 

      Another obvious thing to note on the use of dialects in the selected
video films is the use of Ọỳ ọ́ dialect cluster to shoot almost all the Yorùbá epic
video films. As a matter of fact, the dialect is accustomed to Yorùbá epic video
films and some other films that are traditionally based and set in the village.
One of the reasons for this may be due to a general belief that  Ọỳ ọ́  dialect
serves as inter-dialect communication in Yorùbá linguistic area. Such epic and
traditionally  based  video  films  include  Jagun-ọk̀ ẹ ́  (2001),  Àfọnjá  (2001),̀
Baṣ ṣorun Gáà (2003),  Ẹfúnṣ ṣetán Aníwúrà (2005),  Omi Alálẹ  (2008), Ògúnm̀ ọ́lá
Baṣ ṣọrun  Ìbàdàn  (2010),  Ogun  Agb̀ ẹ́kọyà  (2010),  Ayé  ̀ Ọlọba  (2010),  Ikú  Ẹwà
(2010), Ọlọ́fin Adìmúlà (2011), Omi Ẹr̀ ọ (2011), Kúj̀ ẹ ́nrá (2011), Kòríkòtó (2011),
Ọba Arábánbí  (2011), Tangiri  (2011), Àjan Ìwúre (2011), Ààrẹ Apàṣ ṣẹ (2012),
Gbakọr̀ ọ K̀ ọyà (2012), Jagun Afìjal̀ ọ (2012), Igbá Ìwà (2012), Filà ̀ Ẹbọra (2012),
Ipò-ẹrú (2012), Eléwénjẹlé (2013), Ayé Àrọnì (2013), Ìyá àgbà (2013), Ìyá  ̀ ọba
(2014) and Akọ pepeye (2015).  However, standard variety is used in the video
films  set  in  the  city.  Example  of  such  video  films  include  Fadérera  (2012),
Wosiwonkoko (2013),  Ọlálékan Ìràwọ  (2014),  ̀ Ọdaran (2015),  Ìha mi (2015),
Labara (2015),    Aládìrẹ (2015)  and  Ọba Aláyò  (2015).    In some Yorùbá
comedy video films such as Alfa Kògbérégbè (2012),  Ọmọ pupa (2012), Ìyàwó
gbajúmọ (2012), Pélé M̀ ọdínà (2013),̀  Ọỳ ọ́  dialect is used to dialogue in some
funny scenes. Also in these hilarious Yorùbá video films: Àwa méje (2012) and
Biliaminu (2013), Ìjẹ̀ṣ ṣà, Ìjẹbú and ̀ Ọỳ ọ́ are used to dialogue. Likewise, in Maako
fun  ẹ (2012), the  writer,  Ọdunlade  Adekọlá  used  Ẹgbá  accent  to  dialogue
throughout in the film. The use of  dialect in this way added colour to his
theatrical performance. Lastly, in some selected Yorùbá video films, such as
Ọmọ Ẹlẹ́mẹ ̀ṣ ṣọ́, Ọỳ ọ́ dialect was used by a new wife brought from the village to
the city for one of the major cast in the video film. The use of the dialect in
the scene was to douse the tension for the audience.   Likewise, in Ẹ̀ṣ ṣẹ̀, one of
the policemen that waylaid a criminal suddenly answered his superior in Ìjẹ̀ṣ ṣà
dialect during a telephone conversation. Such dialogue also was used to serve
as relief in areas of high tension in the course of a story
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6.   DIALECTAL VARIABLES IN YORÙBÁ VIDEO FILMS 
The investigation into Yorùbá dialects classification done in section (3) above
shows that only a handful of the dialects are used in dialogue in the selected
Yorùbá video films. These dialects include Standard variety, Ọỳ ọ́, Ẹgbá, ̀ Ọẁ ọ,̀
Ìjẹbú, O dó, Ìkál̀ ǹ ẹ, Èkìtì, Ìj̀ ẹ ̀ṣ ṣà and Ìgbómìnà.  The bulk of these dialects belong
to South East Yorùbá group. This is a reflection of the fact that majority of the
film producers/actors are from these linguistic areas. As we have shown in
section (5) above that aside the Standard variety, Ọỳ ọ́ and Ọẁ ọ that have beeǹ
used to shoot full-fledged films, other dialects are used by individuals with
different  sobriquet  which is  attached to their  dialects’name, such as  Bàbá
Ìjẹbú,  Bàbá Ìj̀ ẹ̀ṣ ṣà and Bàbá l’Ẹ́gbàá. In most times, some of these so-called
dialects users speak adulterated dialects which are known in some quarters as
‘Yorù-Ìjẹbú, Yorù-Èkìtì, Yorù-Ìj̀ ẹ ̀ṣ ṣà’ Such  adulteration  may  be  a  mixture  of
standard Yorùbá and a  dialect  lexicon/accent  or  speaking standard variety
with a dialectal accent. Examples of such casts in Yorùbá video films are Lánre
Omíyinká (Bàbá Ìjẹ ̀ṣ ṣà) which uses Ìjẹ ́sà accent to speak Standard variety in
Ìyáwó  Gbajúmọ  and  ̀ Ọdúnladé  Adékọ́lá  which  uses  Ẹgbá  accent  to  speak̀
Standard variety in Maa ko fún ẹ.
      

Finegan (2004, p. 363) says dialect is a language variety in its totality-
including  vocabulary,  grammar,  pronunciation,  pragmatics  and  any  other
aspect  of  linguistic  system.  Dialectal  variation  deals  with  varieties  of  a
language with their own peculiarities of grammar, phonology, phonetics or
lexicon associated with different regions, (McGregor 2009, p. 158).  One can
infer from the dialect classification in Section (3) above that different ethnic
groups in Yorùbá nation speak different varieties of Yorùbá language, showing
divergences  in  phonetics/phonology,  lexical  items  and  or  grammar.  It  is
against  this  backdrop  that  we  proceed  to  examine  dialectal  variation  in
Yorùbá video films using linguistic variables such as phonetics/phonology and
lexical  items  only.  We  are  not  delving  into  grammatical  variation
(morphology and syntax) in this study because it requires larger samples of
data which is  not  enough, convenient or  even possible  to collect  by  usual
methods in the selected video films. The data we used in this  section are
scattered in the dialogue of majority of the selected video films mentioned
earlier in our discussion. They are gathered for analysis here in order to show
some of the linguistic features peculiar to some of these dialects as they are
used in the selected video films and thereby be preserved in written record for
posterity.  

6.1   Phonetic/Phonological variation
According to Adétùgbọ́, (1973, p. 189), phonetics/phonology is the level that
shows the most complex divergence among Yorùbá dialects. In this section,
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we shall limit ourselves to a discussion of only a few phonological features.
The  sounds  in  Standard  Yorùbá  variety  can  be  classified  into  two:  the
consonants and the vowels. The consonants sounds are: [b, t, d, k, g, kp, gb, f,
s, ṣ ṣ, h, m, n, j, r, l, w, y]. The vowels are of two types: oral and nasal. The oral
vowels are: [i, e, ẹ, ọ, a, o, u] and the nasal vowels are: [in, un, an, ọn, ẹn]. Using
these as a base, we shall only examine the phonetics of  Ọỳ ọ́  dialect cluster
and  Ọẁ ọ  dialect which have been used to produce full-fledged video films.̀
There is dearth of data on Ìjẹ̀ṣ ṣà, Èkìtì, Ìjẹbú and ̀ Ẹgbá dialects as they are used̀
briefly  by  individuals  for  specific  purposes  in  the  selected  video  films.
However, for the sake of comparison, we shall use examples from them where
necessary. 

6.1.1   Ọỳ ọ́ Dialect Cluster 
The dialects in this cluster include Ìbàdàn, Ọỳ ọ́, Ìlọrin, Ọ ̀ṣ ṣun, Ọgbóm̀ ọ̀ṣ ṣọ́ and
Òṣ ṣogbo.  This  linguistic  area  produced  the  majority  of  Yorùbá  video  film
actors.  Just  as  the  standard  variety,  the  dialect  cluster  displays  eighteen
consonants, seven oral and five nasal vowel system. What distinguishes the
dialect  cluster  from standard  variety  and  most  other  dialects  used  in  the
selected video films is connected with the use of the sibilants /s/ and /ṣ ṣ/.  In
the selected video films, it is apparent in the speech of the casts to use /s/ and
/ṣ ṣ/ interchangeably. This is manifested in the following examples below.

 1. Ọỳ ọ́ dialect cluster    Standard variety  
 i. isu  iṣ ṣu ‘yam’
ii. kèé sòpin rẹ          kìí ṣ ṣòpin rẹ ‘not your end’
iii. e è é sọkọ dáadáao kì í ṣ ṣọkọ dáradára ‘you are not a good  
husband’
iv. tani rán ọ ń sẹ́? taní ran ẹ níṣ ṣẹ́? ‘who send you on 
errand?’
v. ẹ seun iyá mi ẹ ṣ ṣeun ìyá mi ‘thank you my mother’
vi. o ò ní sijà rà o ò ní ṣ ṣọjà rà ‘you won’t buy wrong 
goods’
vii. kí ni se ọ́ gan? kí ní ṣ ṣe ọ́ gan-an? ‘what is wrong with 
you?’

No cast from other dialect areas of Yorùbá uses [s/ṣ ṣ] this way in the selected
video films. Also, deletion of some consonants is a regular feature in some
domains in the dialogue of some of the casts of  Ọỳ ọ́  dialect cluster. These
consonants are [w, y, r].  This is exemplified below.

2. Ọỳ ọ́ dialect cluster Standard variety   
i.     tia /w/ → [] tiwa ‘ours’
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ii.    kí a /w/ → []  kí wa ‘greet us’
iii.   bóo /w/ → [] báwo ‘how’
iv.   láti jọ́ o /w/ → [] láti ọjọ́ wo ‘since long time 
ago’
v.     ti ín /y/ → [] ti yín ‘yours’
vi.    ẹ kú àkíèsí /y/ → [] ẹ kú àkíyèsí ‘thanks 
for your observation’
vii.   kábíèsí o /y/ → []             kábíyèsí o ‘your highness’
viii. dáadáa /r/ → [] dáradára ‘very good’
ix.   ẹ dákẹ́ jèe/r/ → [] ẹ dákẹ́ jàre ‘keep quiet 
please’

In (i-iv) above, [w] is deleted. Consonant [y] is deleted in (v-vii) while [r] is
deleted in (viii-ix). It is only the deletion of [w] that is noticed in some lexical
items in Èkìtì songs in Fọ́pomọýọ.̀  Examples of such lexical items are:

3. Èkìtì  Standard variety   
i. eó owó ‘money’
ii. àọ̀ àwọ̀ ‘colour’
iii. ọọ̀ ọwọ̀ ‘broom’
iv. ẹọǹ ẹẁ ọǹ ‘prison’ 

6.1.2   The Vowel Systems
Just like standard variety, Ọỳ ọ́  dialect cluster makes use of seven oral vowel
contrast and three nasal vowels. The vowels are: oral [i, u, e, o, ẹ, ọ, a, u] and
nasal [in, un, ọn]. The linguistic variables which characterize the use of vowels
in Ọỳ ọ́ dialect cluster have to do with the use of vowel ọ for o when o occurs as
second person pronoun in subject position in standard variety. Consider the
examples in (4) below. 
 
4. Ọỳ ọ́ dialect cluster Standard variety
i.    ọ ọ́ yè o ó yè ‘you will live’
ii.   ọ ọ gbádùǹ  o ò gbádùn ‘you are sick’
iii.  ọ ponú o ponú ‘you are stupid’
iv.   ọ ọ a s̀ ọr̀ ọ̀ o ò wa sọr̀ ọ̀ ‘speak up’
v.     ọ ọ́ gbò óo ò gbò ó ‘ you will live long’

      Likewise, the Ọỳ ọ́ dialect cluster uses [ọ] of the negator marker má ‘not’ for
[a] in standard variety. Witness example (5) below.
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5. Ọỳ ọ́ dialect cluster Standard variety
i.    ẹ mọ́ pẹ ̀ ẹ́ ẹ má pẹ ̀ ẹ ́ ‘don’t be late’
ii. mọ́ binú má bínú ‘don’t  be 
annoyed’
iii.  mọ́ wá un wálé o má wá mi wálé o ‘dont look for 
me at home’
iv.   mọ́ wí fẹ ́nì Kankan má sọ fẹ ́nì kankan ‘don’t inform 
anyone’   

      Finally, the standard variety verbal (habitual) formative máa ‘will’ is
rendered mọ́ọ in Ọỳ ọ́ dialect cluster as in (6) below.

6. Ọỳ ọ́ dialect cluster Standard variety
i.    ọ ọ ha m̀ ọ́ọ lọ o ò ṣ ṣe máa lọ ‘you should be 
going’
ii.   mọ́ọ gbe sá lọ máa gbe sá lọ ‘run away with 
it’
iii.  mọ́ọ dé hàhín máa dé ibí ‘do come here 
always’

      Just like  Ọỳ ọ́ dialect cluster, Èkìtì and Ìjẹ ̀ṣ ṣà dialects used in  Fọ́pomọýọ,̀
Ògbórí-ẹlẹ́mẹ ̀ṣ ṣọ́, Ọkọ ẹja and  Ẹ ̀ṣ ṣẹ̀ also use  ọ for  o when it  occurs as second
person pronoun (subject) and negation marker máa as shown in (7) below.

7(a)    Èkìtì/ Ìjẹ̀ṣ ṣà Standard variety
i.     ọ lọ                     o lọ ‘you went’ 
ii.    o gbe o  gbe ‘you carried it’
iii.   ọ yọ́ọ s̀ ọr̀ ọ jù̀ o lè sọr̀ ọ jù̀ ‘you are a 
talkative’
iv.    o yóò mó gbe á o lè má gbe wá ‘he nay not bring
it’
iv.   ọ́ọ ráyé mi lóde à ̀ o ò ráyé mi lóde ‘poor me’

7(b) negation marker    

Èkìtì/ Ìjẹ̀ṣ ṣà           Standard variety
i.    mọ́ọ  j̀ ẹ ́ ẹ dùn mí máà jẹ ́ kó dùn mí ‘don’t let it pain 
me’
ii.   móò sí ké máà ké ‘don’t cry’
iii.  mọ́ọ jà lúlé mì máà jà nílé mi ‘don’t fight in 
my house’
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In contrast to Ọỳ ọ́ dialect cluster, the use of ọ for o as described in (7) above
has variants. The choice between the two variants depends on the tongue
height of the vowels of the following verb. For instance, ọ is used when the
vowel of the verb that follows is open or half open as shown in (7a: i, iii, iv;
7b: i, iii) above. Vowel o is used when the vowel of the verb that follows is half
close or close.

6.1.3 Lexical Items Peculiar to Ọỳ ọ́ dialect cluster 
8.     Ọỳ ọ́ Standard Variety
i.    baáà mi bàbá mi ‘my father’
ii. báun báyẹn ‘this way’
iii.       nù-un nìyẹn ‘that is it’
iv.  erí orí ‘head’
v.   rèé lọ ‘go’
vi.  ìhàhín ibí ‘this place’
vii. dákun jọẁ ọ́ ‘please’
viii. èé, kèé kì í ‘not’
ix.    kà kò‘ not’
x.    emi kí ‘what’

6.2 Ọẁ ọ Dialect̀
6.2.1 Phonological Features
We shall start our description of the phonological features of  Ọẁ ọ with thè
consonants.

6.2.1.1 The Consonants
The consonant in  Ọẁ ọ are represented in the orthography by the following̀
symbols: b, d, f, g, gh, gb, gw, kw, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, r, s,  ʧ, t, w, y.  These
consonants  are  used  by  most  of  the  dialects  of  South East  Yorùbá  (SEY).
Adétùgbọ́  (1973:189) says ‘many areas of the SEY preserve the proto-Yorùbá
voiced velar fricative ‘gh’. Ọẁ ọ dialect is one of such areas, as we observed iǹ
Òkúpẹ ̀ and Okúpẹ Mr. Káns̀ ẹ ́lọ̀ the following words which have the consonant. 

9. Ọẁ ọ ̀ Standard variety
i.      ẹgh̀ ẹn ẹyiǹ ‘you (pl.)’
ii.     ìtóghò ẹgúnsí̀ ‘melon’
iii.    ughòghò akèrèngbè ‘gourd’
iv.     ẹghẹn ẹyin ‘egg’
v.      ọgh̀ ọ̀ ọẁ ọ̀ ‘name of a town’
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      Another consonant in Ọẁ ọ noted in Òkúp̀ ẹ but not frequently used in thè
video film is the labial velar plosive gw as in gwẹ ‘bath’ ̀ ẹgwà ‘beauty’and ẹgwá̀
‘ten’.  The voiceless counterpart kw is not used in the video film. One other
feature that characterized Ọẁ ọ dialect is ̀ ʧ which the dialect uses in place of ṣ ṣ
which  occurs  in  standard  variety.  The  occurrence  of  ʧ in  the  dialect  as
recorded in Òkúpẹ ̀ and Okúpẹ Mr Káns̀ ẹ ́lọ̀ is exemplified in (10) below.

10. Ọẁ ọ ̀ Standard variety
i. ʧu ẹʧ ́ ṣ ṣeṣ ṣẹ́ ‘work’
ii. a ọʧ aṣ ṣọ ‘cloth’
iii. uʧu iṣ ṣu ‘yam’

6.2.1.2 The Vowels
Like the standard variety, Ọẁ ọ dialect has seven oral vowels and five nasals̀
vowels. The vowels are: oral: [i, u, e, o, ẹ, ọ, a,]; nasal:  [in, un, ẹn, an, ọn]. The
distribution of the vowels shows that unlike  Ọỳ ọ́  dialect cluster which does
not permit vowel u to occur in word initial position, vowel u can occur word
initial  position in  Ọẁ ọ  and in other dialects such as Èkìtì, Ìj̀ ẹ̀ṣ ṣà, Ìjẹbú and
O dó that has been used in one way or the order in the selected video films.ǹ
Examples in Ọẁ ọ as recorded in ̀ Òkúpẹ ̀ is highlighted in (11) below.

11. Ọẁ ọ̀ Standard variety
i. uʧu iṣ ṣu ‘yam’
ii. ugún igún ‘vulture’
iii. uná iná ‘fire’
iv. ulí ilé ‘house’
v. ugbá igbá ‘calabash’
vi. ùwọ ìwọ ‘you’

      We  also  observed  in  Òkúpẹ ̀ that  phoneme /n/  nasalizes  every  oral
vowel segment occurring immediately to its right, as in
12.
i. éé nọḿa <  éé nẹ́ ọma ‘he did not have children’ 
ii. éé náyà < éé nẹ ́ ayà ‘he did not have wife’

The behaviour of phoneme /n/ in standard variety and Ọỳ ọ́  cluster dialect is
the exact opposite. The phoneme occurs before nasal vowel i in the varieties
and changes to /l/ when it occurs with oral vowels through n~l alternation
rule.    
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6.2.2 Lexical Items Peculiar to Ọẁ ọ Dialect̀
13.
i. kawa ‘come’ x. ọma ‘child’
ii. iye ‘mother’ xi. iba ‘father’
iii. yèrè ‘remember’ xii. ọfọ̀ ‘word’
iv. ẹrun ‘mouth’ xiii. ẹmọ ‘palm-wine’
v. ùbọ ‘buttock’ xiv. òdéègbè ‘goat’
vi. sùre ‘curse’ xv. àpàjá ‘catapult’
vii. kòró ‘stand up’ xvi. èrùbọ̀ ‘welcome’
viii. igin ‘wood/tree’ xvii. ọnẹ ‘person’
ix. ita ‘pepper’ xviii. mọ ‘drink’ 

7.   CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have been able to examine the place of dialects in selected
Yorùbá video films. In the course of doing this, we are able to show that the
foundation of Yorùbá language standardization should not be traced to Ajayi
Crowther. Contrary to the view that Standard Yorùbá is an offshoot of  Ọỳ ọ́
dialect only, the study submits that standard Yorùbá is an offshoot of Èkó and
Ọỳ ọ́  dialects.  The  paper  also  shows  that  Yorùbá  dialects  are  not  given
prominent place in dialogue of the selected video films as only Ọỳ ọ́ and Ọẁ ọ̀
among the numerous Yorùbá dialects have been used to shoot full-fledged
films. Other dialects such as Ẹgbá, Ìj̀ ẹbú, Ìj̀ ẹ̀ṣ ṣà, Ìkálẹ, Ìgbómìnà and Èkìtì that̀
have been used in the selected video films are  restricted in  use for  some
specific purposes. The reasons for this restriction are not far fetched. First,
commercial viability; and second, the crop of new generation of actors in the
Yorùbá film industry are not vast in speaking Standard variety and or any of
its dialects as most of them do not have sufficient knowledge of the language
and or its dialects. This is evident in these Yorùbá video films Ọmọge Facebook
(2013),  Kado (2014),   Arike tó posh (2014),   Kání (2013),  Nnkan mi ni (2014),
Ṣ ṣetemi (2015),  Ọmọge Eko (2012), Ẹyin Ojú (2012), Ìbàjẹ́ (2014),  Fẹbíṣ ṣọlá(2013),
Ṣ ṣẹkère  (2010), Àdàbà  (2015),  Fijagbemi  (2015), Yéwándé  (2015),  Ọga  Ak̀ ọrin
(2012),  Ọmọ Eṣ ṣu  (2013),Wasila  Coded  (2014),   Keecee  (2014),   Wunmi
Onilegogoro  (2012)  and  Inspector  Ayìnkẹ ́  (2013)  as  Yorùbá  language  is  well
code-mixed with English language during dialogue in the video films. It even
becomes worse as majority of these new actors cannot speak their dialects.
This poses a great threat to the use of the language in general and its dialects
in  particular  as  Yorùbá  movies  are  seen  in  some  quarters  as  one  of  the
custodians of Yorùbá language. The trend, if allowed to continue unchecked
may endanger the language and its numerous dialects which can eventually
lead to their extinction.
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ENDNOTE

1. Taye Oloro was born to Chief and Mrs. Jimoh Oloro Èdìbokùn in Ọẁ ọ, ̀ Ọẁ ọ̀
local government area of O dó State, Nigeria.   A University graduate, who isǹ
currently on his Masters programme in Yorùbá language, is married to Mrs.
Modupe Oloro and is blessed with children. 
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Màá ko fún ẹ. Ọdunlade, Ọ (2012). Abẹọòkúta: Ọdunlade Adekọla Filmṣ Productionṣ.
Màmá Inṣurance. Da-Ṣilva, L.  (2012). Lagoṣ: Epṣalum production.
NnẸ kan mi ni. Kẹhinde, D. (2014).  Lagoṣ: Headmaṣter Filmṣ Nig. Ltd.
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Ọba Aláyo. Oluwaṣeyi, Ọ.  (2015). Lagoṣ: Adekaz Production Ltd.
Ọba  Arábánbi.   Olumale,  L.  (2011).  Lagoṣ:  Preciouṣ  Ṣtone  Film  and  Muṣic
productionṣ Ltd.
Òbìri.  Adewale, T.  (2013). Lagoṣ: Aṣumọ Filmṣ International Nigeria Ltd.
Ọdaràn.  Agunla, K. (2015). Lagoṣ: Bim Ultimate Nig. Ltd.
Odidẹrẹọ .   Fadeyi, F. (2006).  Akurẹ:  Remdel Optimum Communicationṣ.
Ògbóri Ẹlẹọ mọẸ ṣọọ .  Pàímọọ , L. (n.d). Ibadan: Afẹọ lẹọ lẹọ  and Brotherṣ Nigeria limited.
Ogun ÀgbékọẸ yà.  Paimọ, L.   (2010).  Lagoṣ: Diamond Pictureṣ.
Ògúnmọọ lá  BaṣọẸ run  Ìbàdàn.   Adeṣina,  Ṣ.  (2010).   Lagoṣ:  Gemini  Filmṣ  and
Marketing.
Ọkọ Ẹja.  Ayebo, Y. (2014). Lagoṣ: Epṣalum Movie Productionṣ.
ÒkúpẹẸ .  Oloro, T. (2012).  ỌỌ wọỌ :Tolujab Filmṣ Productionṣ.
ÒkúpẹẸ  Mr. Káńṣẹọ lọẸ .  Oloro, T.  (2015). ỌỌ wọỌ : Tolujab Film Productionṣ.
Ọládùnjoyè.   Aláúṣá, M.  (2015). Lagoṣ: Corporate Pictureṣ.
Ọlálékan ÌràwọẸ . Ṣamuel, D.  (2015). Lagoṣ: Corporate Pictureṣ.
Olóhun.  Adegbọla, B. (2011).  Jel Video Film and Muṣic Productionṣ.
Ọlọọ fin Àdìmúlà.  Owowọle, Ọ. (2011). Lagoṣ: Ṣir White Media.
Omi AlálẹẸ .  Ogunnde, L. (2008) Lagoṣ: Gemini Filmṣ and Marketing Ltd.

Omi ẸẸ rọẸ . Ọlániyì, R. (2011). Lagoṣ: De Ibrolekṣ ventureṣ Ltd.
Ọmọ Àlè. Lukman, J. (2014).  Lagoṣ: Zainab Ventureṣ Int. Ltd.
Ọmọ Èkó.  Ọmọtọṣọ, B. (2014). Lagoṣ: Banila Filmṣ Productionṣ.
Ọmọ Ẹlẹọ mẹẸ ṣ ṣọọ .  Adeṣanya, Y. (2013).  Lagoṣ: Olaṣco Filmṣ Productionṣ.

Ọmọ Èṣù.  Ọlabọde, Ṣ. (2012). Lagoṣ: Olaṣco Filmṣ Nig. Ltd.
Ọmọge facebook. Auṣtin, E. (2013). Lagoṣ: Nureto Filmṣ Nigeria Ltd.
Ọmọ Pupa. Adeṣina, A. (2012). Lagoṣ: A-Z Media.
Owó Aṣinwin. Oloro, T. (2013). ỌỌ wọỌ : Tolujab Filmṣ and Muṣic International.
Pele Modina.  Afọnja, Ọ. (2013).  Lagoṣ: Adekaz Productionṣ Ltd.
Poṣi Idẹ.  Oloro, T. (2014).  ỌwọỌ : Tolujab Filmṣ and Muṣic International.
Ṣ ṣefunmi. Akorede, O. (2011).  Lagoṣ: Lekog Concept and Ṣerviceṣ Ltd.
Ṣ ṣẹẸ kẹẸ rẹẸ . Auṣtin, K.  (2010). Lagoṣ: Jewiturn Movieṣ Ltd. 
Ṣ ṣetèmi.  Ademọla, A. (2015).  Lagoṣ: Okiki Filmṣ and Muṣic Productionṣ.
TalọẸ dàlẹẸ . Ayọmide Adeniyi, A.  (2015). Lagoṣ: Citizen Entertainment.
Tàńgìrì.  Ọlayiwọla, R. (2011). Lagoṣ: Almaroof ṣtandard inveṣtment.
The Return of Jenifa.  Akindele, F. (2011).  Lagoṣ: Olaṣco Filmṣ Nigeria Ltd.
WòṣiwònẸ kòkò.  Adeṣanya, A. (2011).  Lagoṣ: Ṣmallworld production Nig. Ltd.
Wùmi Onilé Gogoro. Adetokunbọ, T. (2012). Lagoṣ: High Waveṣ Video Mart
Yéwándé.  Juṣt, D. (2015).  Lagoṣ: Ṣun-tab Filmṣ production   
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